FELLER BOUNDARY INDUCED BY
A TRANSITION OPERATOR
S. P. LLOYD
A transition operator T is a nonnegative contraction on an AL space L such that || Tμ\\ = \\μ\\ for μ ^ 0. The set = {fe L*: T*f = /} of invariant functions of the ado joint T* turns out to be lattice isomorphic to C(B) for a certain hyperstonian compact Hausdorff B. For the transition operator of a countable state Markov chain, B is the Feller boundary of the process, and in the general case we call B the Feller boundary induced by T. For the general case we exhibit several Markov processes associated with T such that B appears as a subset of the state space. These processes involve the potential theory of T*. When L is separable there is a quotient space B Q of B and a measure μ 0 with B o as closed support such that ^ is isomorphic to Loo(Bo 9 μ 0 ). There is also a Markov process whose paths converge to B o with probability 1. However, we do not obtain the kernel representation of superharmonic functions as with the Martin-Doob boundary.
2* The Feller boundary• Let L be an AL space (abstract I
space [3, Ch. VI]) and let T be a bounded linear operator on L with the properties T ^ 0, || Tμ \\ = \\ μ || for μ ^ 0, so that \\T\\ = 1. When L is a space of measures our conditions are that T transform probabilities into probabilities. As we will see, there are various discrete parameter Markov processes associated with T such that T induces the transition probabilities of the Markov processes, and we call T a transition operator. Let M be the Banach space conjugate of L, so that M is an AM space with order unit. The adjoint Γ* is an operator on M such that T* ^ 0, Γ*l = 1, || Γ* || = 1. Let J2^ be the subspace of L consisting of the invariant vectors μ = Tμ of T, and let ^/ί be the subspace of M consisting of the invariant vectors / = T*f of Γ*. We will see that ^£ corresponds to the space of invariant (or harmonic or regular or concordant) functions of a Markov process, while £f corresponds to a certain closed subspace of the invariant measures of the process. We will be concerned mainly with ^f.
Let X be the (Kakutani) space of lattice homomorphisms of M onto the reals, with the topology induced by Λf, so that M is isometrically linearly and lattice isomorphic to real C(X) on hyperstonian compact Hausdorff X. From now on we identify M with C(X). We represent ikf* as the space rca (X) of regular bounded signed Borel measures on X. For each v e rca (X), &*(v) will denote the closed support of v. We denote by κ\L-+ rca (X) the natural injection of L into its second 548 S. P. LLOYD conjugate space; tc is an isometric linear and lattice isomorphism of L onto the set of normal measures on X, that is, measures which vanish on nowhere dense sets. From time to time we will consider the case where L has an F unit (weak order unit, Freudenthal unit) , that is, an element π ^ 0 such that π Λ | λ | = 0 implies λ = 0 for λ e L. If π is an F unit then tcπ e rca (X) is a category measure, that is, κ% vanishes on nowhere dense sets and is strictly positive on nonempty open sets. In this event, we may identify KL with Li(X, fcπ).
(Here and in every other case, if the σ-field is not mentioned then it is the Borel sets of the compact Hausdorff space involved.)
Our identification of M with C(X) makes T*: C(X) ->C(X) an operator on C(X) with the properties Γ* ^ 0, Γ*l = 1, || Γ* || = 1. Such an operator has a representation by a kernel t:
where (i) t x e rca (X) is a probability measure for each x e X, (ii) the mapping t:X-*rca(X) is weakly* continuous. We may regard t as the transition probability of a Feller type Markov process on state space X. Only the normal measures will be considered as initial probabilities.
REMARK. If L is given concretely as a space of measures on some measurable space, it may happen that the corresponding kernel on the given space is only finitely additive; the regularization of conditional probabilities by going to a representation space is well known [6] .
REMARK. The more general case where only T ^ 0, || T|| <; 1 is assumed can be reduced to the case we treat by the familiar device of adjoining a terminal state; we omit the details.
The second adjoint T**: rca (X) ->rca (X) is given by
where the integration is in the weak* sense. If v is normal then T**y is normal; indeed, T**(/cμ) = tc(Tμ), μ e L. Later on we will need a stronger version of (1) 
For proof, see [11, p. 175] . Let λ be a Banach limit, considered as a finitely additive shift in -FELLER BOUNDARY INDUCED BY A TRANSITION OPERATOR   549 variant probability on the field of subsets of the positive integers N+. Consider the operator Q(λ):
JN +
This is construction of Day [2] as applied to the semigroup of additive positive integers acting on L, and yields Q(λ) as a projection onto the subspace ^ί€ of invariant vectors of T*, and such that Γ*Q(λ) = Q(λ)T* = Q(λ). The properties T* ^ 0, T*l = 1, || T* || -1 of T* imply Q(λ) ^ 0, Q(λ)l = 1, || Q(λ) || = 1. If λ x , λ 2 are Banach limits then Such a projection has a kernel representation
with each q x λ) €τcs,(X) a probability measure and q a) : X->rca (X) weakly* continuous. The adjoint is
Let 9? be the equivalence in X induced by ^/ί, that is, x x φx 2 if and only if f(x^ = f(x 2 ) for all fe ^/f. Let Z = X/φ be the quotient space, let Θ;X~+Z be the quotient mapping, and for each xeX let ^\ -θ~\θx) be the φ equivalence class containing x. The elements of ^jt drop to Z and give a subspace ^Ί of C(Z) which separates the points of Z. Let B C.Z be the Choquet boundary of ^Ί [13] . The existence of the projection Q(X) implies that B is closed, and that ^ is isometrically linearly and order isomorphic to C(B) [13, §9] and δ x e rca(X) the evaluation measure at x. By what has been said above, Q*(X)/cμ a is independent of λ, as is then lim α Q*(λ)/cμ α = Q*(λ)δ β = q { x λ) .) On the other hand, suppose x e X is such that q { x λ) is independent of λ on a neighborhood of x. With x e S^(fcμ) a subset of this neighborhood, Q*(X)fcμ is independent of λ, the ergodic averages of /cμ are convergent, Q*(X)κμ is normal and hence Q*tcμc:tc c 2f. It must be the case then that y (g?) c y (^) for such x.
We turn now to the subspace ^ of invariant vectors of T*. The isomorphism Φ of C(B) onto ^ serves to lift the lattice and algebraic operations of C(B) to ^. It is easy to see that the ŝ upremum and ^ product of /, g e ^£ are given by Q(λ)(/ V g) and Q(X)(f 9), respectively, where in the parentheses the C(X) (pointwise) operations are intended. These operations do not depend on the choice of λ. The lattice and algebraic operations in ^ coincide with those of C(X) only when ^€ is a (pointwise) subalgebra of C(X).
Let Λ" be the norm closure of the subspace {μ -Tμ: μ e L}. It is straightforward that ^K --^1 is the weak* annihilator of ^/έ, and that ^£ = Λ^L = {^/^L is weakly* closed. Proof. We prove first that B is extremally disconnected. Let {u a } be any collection of members of ^/f bounded below. Since C{X) is a complete lattice, the infimum v -/\u a exists in C(X). Consider w = Q(X)v; we will show that w is the infimum of {u a } in ^<tf. First,
pose h e ^ is such that h <L u a for all α. Then h ^ v m C(X) and hence h = Q(λ)fe ^ Q(λ)i; = w. It follows that w is the infimum of {u a } in ^/Γ. Since ^Γ is lattice isomorphic to C(B), space B is extremally disconnected.
Let {u a } be a monotone decreasing generalized sequence in C(B) with infimum u in the complete latice C(B). Because Φ is order preserving, {Φu a } is a monotone decreasing generalized sequence in C(X) bounded below by Φu. Let v be the infimum of {Φu a } in the complete lattice C(X). The measures tcL are normal on X, so that lim α (Φμ α , tcμ) = (v, /r/^) for each μeL.
In particular, 0 = lim α (Φu α , Λ:^^) -(v, ic^V), whence v e .^,/f and Φu = Q(X)v = v. Thus for each μ e L we have lim ft (u a9 Φ*κμ) = lim α (Φu α , /c/^) = (Φu, Λ:/^) = (u, Φ*tcμ), and it follows that Φ*tcμ is normal on B. Now, Φ*fc^/" = 0 and ^^ = range Φ is total on .^, so that μ + ^"~ ->Φ*κμ is an isometric linear and order isomorphism of /^ onto a norm closed subspace of the space of normal measures on B. Because C(B) is isomorphic to ,^?*, this subspace is total on C(B); a fortiori, the normal measures on B are total on C(B). This is to say, B is hyperstonian. It is known that when B is hyperstonian then C(B) is the Banach space conjugate of the space of normal measures on J5, and it is straight-forward that μ + ,yί r -*Φ*tcμ is an isomorphism of & onto the set of all normal measures on B.
Under the isomorphism, & becomes a complete lattice; in fact, an Ah space.
COROLLARY. // L has an F unit π then Φ*/cπ is a category measure for B.
Proof. A normal measure v ^> 0 on an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space If is a category measure if and only if (/, v) > 0 for every / ^ 0, / Φ 0, / e C(W). Suppose L has an F unit 7Γ, so that icπ is a category measure for X. If u e C(B) is such that u ^ 0, u Φ 0, then Φu e C(X) is such that Φu ;> 0, Φu Φ 0, whence <(u, Φ*/cπ) = (Φ^6, kπ) > 0. Thus Φ*kπ is a category measure for B.
Theorem 1 and corollary generalize the result of Kendall [8] for Markov chains.
We now describe a few properties of the representing measures q { x λ \ xeθ^B.
These properties have their roots in the recurrence behavior of the Markov process. It is not our intention to give a detailed investigation of the Markov process, however, and our argu-ments are entirely analytical and topological.
Fix x e θ~ιB\ the equivalence class ^ is a closed set in the extremally disconnected space X, and so consists of an open closed interior and a disjoint closed nowhere dense boundary. Suppose int C S" X Φ 0. Then there exists a normal probability measure tcμ such that S^(tcμ) c int <g^ We observe that when q x λ) here is normal then ^ey(^), and θx is an isolated point of B. With q x λ) normal, ^ is a recurrence class for the Markov process, and q x λ) (independent of λ) is the ergodic normal invariant probability for ^x.
3. Sojourn solutions* Let {φ),φ), } be the random variables of a Markov process with t as transition probability. If Ad X is open closed then Prob {x n (ω) e A' for at most finitely many n I x o (ω) -x}, x e X, differs from a function s A e ^€ on a nowhere dense set. In the terminology of Feller, if A is such that s A Έ£ 0 then s A is a sojourn solution (of T*f -/). The arguments of Feller show that the sojourn solutions are the extreme points of ^// Π {0 <^ / ^ 1}, and correspond one-to-one to the open closed subsets of B. Let us trace this connection in our setup.
Let
We may regard w A as the transition subprobability of the process obtained by terminating the t process as soon as it leaves A. If w n = (W A ) n l, then w n (x) is the probability that the t process started at x has started in A and remained in A for n transitions. Clearly, w ι 2> w 2 ^> , and we let w denote the infimum of {w n ) in the complete lattice C(X). For every normal probability tcμ we have (w,ιcμ) = lim n (w n , icμ), so that (w, fcμ) is the probability that the process started with tcμ will always be in A. From this it is clear that w ^ T*w <^ •; the lattice supremum is the sojourn solution s A . The methods of Feller [5] show Dually, we find 3^" c C(X) with the properties (i ) 3^~ is a closed subalgebra of C(X), (ii) if /e5^ then T*fejr, (iii) y/cf, (iv) for some λ, if / e 3^~ then for each xeθ~ιB y f is constant on ^(0^).
A 3^~ satisfying (i)-(iv) will be called suitable. It is clear that the intersection of all suitable 3^~ is the smallest suitable 3^~. As it turns out, for each choice of λ there is also a largest suitable 3^.
Some general considerations first. Let 3^~ be suitable. The constants are in Λ?, so 5^~ contains the constants. Proof. It is straightforward that condition (i) is satisfied. Each fe ^€ is constant on each ^, a fortiori on S^(q x λ) ) c ^X 9 x e θ~ιB, so that condition (iii) is satisfied. From Q*(λ) = Q*(λ)jΓ** we have form which it should be clear that £^(t x ,) c S^(q x λ) ) for x' c S^(q z λ) ). If / is constant on £f{q x λ) ) then (T*f)(x') = ί/(α")M<to") is constant for The subalgebra 5^; depends on the choice of λ. A smaller subalgebra is obtained by requiring that (iv) hold for every λ. THEOREM 
7^" = {/ e C(X): /or each λ α^d eαcΛ a? e θ~ιB,f is constant on <2^{q { x λ) )} is suitable. Equivalent characterizations are <?-" = {feC(X): for each xeθ~ιB,f is constant on \J λ S^(q x X) )} and <?"" -{/ G C(X): Q(X)(fg) = Q(λ)[Q(λ)/ Q(X)g] for every g e C(X) and every Banach limit λ}.
Proof. It is clear from y" = Γϊx ^Γ that y" is suitable. Now, Q(h^ι + i\) = iQ(\) + iQ(λ 2 ), and one sees that if / e 3*~" then / is constant on S^(q { x h) ) U £^(q {λi) ) for every pair λ n λ 2 and hence on Ui^(qί λ) ), and this for each xeθ~ιB. The third characterization of < jf rtt is clear from Theorem 4. If / G y~" then for a? e ^-'JB the constant value of / on ^(g^}) is necessarily (Q(λ)/)(&), and this must be independent of λ. This is to say, if / G ^"" then {T* n f} is weakly* almost convergent, in the sense that for each μeL, {(μ, T* n f)} is an almost convergent real sequence. It follows that the dropped projection Q o on C(Y) is independent of λ, and for each feC (Y) and special measure v, {(S n f, v)} is almost convergent to value (Q o /, v).
We say that ΐeC(X) is a weak* potential if {T* n f} is weakly* convergent. The familiar considerations of the Riesz theorem [ll, p. 179] show that a weak* potential / is the sum / = Nu + f 0 of a pure potential 
= {norm closure of SΓ -<5Γ in C(X)} is suitable, and is the smallest suitable 5^~ containing the superinvariant functions in C(X).
Proof. Since j^" -3ίί is a lattice in C(X) containing the constants, ^i v is a norm closed subalgebra of C(X) containing the constants, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. If we can show that J%~ -^t~ has properties (ii)-(iv) then straightforward approximation arguments will establish (ii)-(iv) for ψ^\ First, if / e X is superinvariant then T*f is superinvariant, whence T*fej?Γ -Jϊ?Γ if fe^Γ-^r.
Next, ^r = JTTl(-^r), whence ^cXcJΓ-JΓ. Proof. We observe first that 5^'" is a norm closed subspace of C(X); a suitable pseudonorm is p(f) = \\ Lim Sup T* n \f -Q(X)f\ ||.
Since | T*f -Q(X)T*f\ = | T*(f -Q(X)f) \ ^ T* \f -Q(X)f\, we have
T*f e 3^'" if / e 5^'", and condition (ii) is satisfied. It is obvious that condition (iii) is satisfied. If / e 3^"'" then for every λ 1? Q(λχ) I/-Q(λ)/| = w* -lim Γ* |/ -Q(λ)/| = 0, whence / -Q(λ)/ = 0 on ^(tfi^) for each x e θ~x B and each λ 1# Not only is condition (iv) satisfied, but ^~'" c 5^" and the defining relation for <?"" is independent of λ. From | T* n (f -Q(X)f) | ^ T* n \f -Q(λ)/| if follows that each / e ^'"' is a potential. It remains to show that 3^'" is an algebra. First, we observe that if / e JT" then /-Q(λ)/ ^ 0 and T* n (/ -Q(λ)/) \ 0, so JT~ c 3^'". Since 3^'" is closed, 3^"c3^'". Suppose /, # e 3^'". Then To see this, we observe first that each / e 3^"'" satisfies the condition in braces. Suppose / e C(X) satisfies the condition. With
and since
we obtain / e ^'". Finally, we let ^v be the intersection of all 3^" satisfying con-ditions (i)-(iv) for all λ. As we have shown, the set of such 5^~ is not empty, and 5^v exists. It may described as follows. Put ^//* = ^£, define ^// n for odd n as the linear span of all products fg with /, g G ^/C-i, and define ^n for even n ^ 2 as ^% = span (^^_i, TV/C-i). If /, flr e U,^ then /<? e U»-^« and y */ e U ^; ^ is the norm closure of U»X. The author has not been able to obtain a more intrinsic description of 5^1'.
The following examples will illustrate the considerations involved above. Let N = {• , -1, 0,1, •} be the integers, and let L be l(N), the norm closed span of the point measures {δ n :neN}.
Let T be determined by Td n = δ n+1 , neN.
Then X is the Stone-Cech compactification βN of N. Any Banach limit λ may be regarded as a T** invariant probability λ' on βN, with ^(λ') c βN+ where ΛΓ+ = {1, 2, •}. The only T* invariant functions in C(X) are the constants. The projection Q(λ) has the form Q(λ)/ = (/, λ') l, whence q[P = λ' for all x G X. The Feller boundary consists of a single point, and θ~ιB -X. It is known that U^ ^( λ ') * s relatively nowhere dense in /SiV + -N+, as is each S^{X f ) [1] . For another example, let L and X be as above, but with Tδ n -2A-1 + iδ n + u neN.
Again, the only invariant functions are the constants. The projection measure q [ x λ) is independent of x e X and is a Banach limit on βN with half its support in βN + and half in In Y' and Y", the two ends of βN are stuck together along and [\Jχ&*{q ι 9 λ) )\~, respectively. If / 6 C(X) is such that lim n^ f(n) = lim Λ^_ββ /(%) then / G ^"" r , by the central limit theorem. However, 5*"'" is larger than this; e. REMARK. The nice boundary for this example is probably the two point compactification. It seems likely that to get it one must consider unbounded superinvariant functions, which do not fit our framework.
5. The separable case. We make the assumption now that the Banach space L is separable. Under this assumption, L will have an F unit 7Γ, and fcπ will be a category measure on X; L is isomorphic to L X (X, tcπ). The measure Φ*tcπ is a category measure for B, and the space of normal measures on B is isomorphic to L^B, Φ*/cπ).
When L is separable the quotient space & -L\<yl r of § 2 is also separable, as is then the isomorphic L^B, Φ*fcπ).
It is well known that this implies that the weak* topology of the unit ball of C(B) is metrizable. Let (B Q , π 0 ) is an isomorphism; it is clearly isometric and order preserving. It follows that LOO(JB, Φ*κπ) is isomorphic to LOO(BOJ ^o) But B is hyperstonian with Φ*tcπ as category measure, and it is known that LJβ, Φ*/cπ) is isomorphic to C(B This result is close to that of Feldman [4] concerning the Martin boundary of a countable state space Markov process.
An extension of our arguments will give a more detailed model. We consider one of the quotient spaces Y discussed in § 4. We will require that the elements of ^ be potentials, so y~ will be one of First, it is a straightforward matter to show that L<»{Y,τ') is isomorphic to the weak* closure of 3*"" in C(X); J* is in effect an isomorphism of this closure onto L<» (K,p' ). This may be described as follows.
ltfsLJJίΊτ') then there is a sequence {u n } in the linear span of {/,,} U {dk} such that w* -\\mn n = /. Each u n is the image u n = fΓι; w of v w eC(X"), and J*/ = w* -lim^. We extend the definition of H to L^iK, ρ r ) by iJJ*/ = /, and have J*H = 1. Next, the restriction of J* to C(Y) produces an isomorphism of C(Y) onto a subalgebra of L^K, ρ f ) which we denote by ^. Finally, the restriction of J* to HC(K) is an isomorphism of HC(K) onto C(K).
The transition operator S* on rca(Γ) sends the special measures L^Y, Θ*tcπ) into special measures and is the identity on L^Y, Q*Θ*tcπ), from which it is easy to see that S* sends L^Y, τ') into L^Y, τ'). By virtue of the isomorphism J we obtain a transition operator U: LiK, p')-+LlK, ρ f ) according to U=H*S*J. Since K is closed in / ω , the kernel of U may be determined as a regular conditional probability, and a Markov process with K as state space can be defined in the usual way. Only the probabilities in L^K, p) will be considered as initial propabilities. The process in K is not necessarily a Feller process.
If feC(Y) is invariant, / = Sf, then J*/e.^ will be invariant for [/*: LJK, ρ f ) -> LΛK, ρ f ). Conversely, if g e LΛK, p') is invariant then Hg e L^i Y, τ') will be invariant for the extension of S to L^ F, τ r ) (viz., the restriction of Γ* to the weak* closure of 5^\) Since every invariant function in C(X) is in ψ\ we must have HgeC (Y) . This is to say, every V invariant function in L^K, p') is in fact an ele- (K, p) . This is to be interpreted as follows. Let {z Q (ω), z^ω), •••} be the random variables of the Markov process with K as state space, μ e L λ {K, p) as initial probability, and U as transition operator. Then U n μ is the marginal distribution of z n (ω). The relation above is the assertion that this sequence of marginal distributions converges weakly* in ca (K) to the measure H*QfJμ e ca (K). This measure will have support in B^aK, and will be an element of L^B,^), but not necessarily of L^K, p). 
